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The red blood cell (RBC) membrane is composed of a lipid bilayer and an attached cytoskeleton, which consists primarily of spectrin proteins arranged in a network and linked by short actin filaments at junction complexes. The membrane properties of red blood cells (RBCs) control the cells ability to undergo severe deformations in the smallest limiting geometries, such as endothelial slits in the spleen.

Theoretical model as well as numerical simulations are used to estimate limiting geometries for RBC passage. The computational RBC model consists of collection of particles which are the vertices of surface triangulation. Each link in the surface triangulation possesses resistance to deformation accounting for the nonlinear force-displacement behavior of spectrin molecules, and frictional resistance accounting for the viscous behavior of the membrane. The deformation characteristics of the RBC are obtained by incorporating the effects of spontaneous curvature of the lipid bilayer material, in-plane shear energy, and geometrical constraints of fixed surface area and fixed enclosed volume. The RBC model is immersed into the Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD) fluid.

We will present the results of the theoretical and numerical analysis of the RBC passage through pores with smallest physiologically relevant dimensions. In particular, the implications for the RBC motion through the spleen endothelial slits and the smallest capillaries will be discussed.